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The warnings started in April 2019. A group of former Australian fire service chiefs 
foreshadowed extreme danger across the looming summer fire season, impacted by severe 
drought, extreme heat, and the increasing risks associated with climate change. By early 
September, their fears were realised as parts of northern NSW (Australia’s most populous 
state) experienced extreme fire dangers and multiple blazes - one would go on to kill two 
people and destroy 43 homes.  
 

 
 



The Herald responded quickly. We mobilised resources, sending teams to the firegrounds 
and rostering the breaking news desk accordingly. Many of our reporters and photographers 
have undergone formalised training with the fire response authorities, but such an event 
presents logistical challenges with staff rostering, especially at the time of year when many 
are taking their summer holidays. But we had picked up the mood of the readership, noting a 
spike in highly engaged audience figures. We established live blogs to most efficiently 
update readers and sent journalists and photographers to the region to document the fires 
and the devastation wrought on people’s lives. To us, it was clear worse was to come.  
 
On November 8, as swathes of northern NSW lay smouldering, NSW’s Rural Fire Service 
Commissioner Shane Fitzsimmons said the state had “never had this many fires at 
emergency level”. Three days later, on November 11, the NSW Premier Gladys Berejiklian 
declared a state of emergency as authorities warned of a “catastrophic” fire danger for 
Sydney’s metropolitan region - an unprecedented alert for such a populated area.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
On the same day, we made an editorial decision to provide open access to our digital 
bushfire coverage for the duration of the crisis. We lifted our metered paywall so all content 
tagged ‘bushfires’ would be available to all, so readers could access important information 
that might impact their safety. We also knew it would help stamp our brand authority on the 
crisis. Other media outlets followed our lead. We included a simple note: Our coverage of 
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the bushfire crisis is free for all readers. Please consider supporting our journalism with a 
subscription. We could not have predicted how widely this would resonate.  
 
By early December, we were regularly publishing live blogs, using our reporters and editors 
in London and New York to ensure around-the-clock coverage. Audiences couldn’t get 
enough.  
 
In conjunction with live digital assets, standalone stories accurately summarised unfolding 
events for readers. These dynamic articles also featured compelling photography, audio, and 
video footage from our teams embedded with fire fighting forces. This was crucial to provide 
comprehensive and minute-by-minute coverage that our readers relied on as lives and 
livelihoods were threatened up and down the coast. An innovation we have used for some 
time, our interactive map showing the alert level of every fire in the state, was included each 
day.  
 
We regularly shifted our website layout to ‘DEFCON’, an alternative to our regular news 
template. This elevated the prominence of our lead story and bushfire coverage, while also 
allowing us to group and place more bushfire stories at the top of both desktop and mobile 
sites. The sheer scale of the crisis encouraged digital editors to adapt the Herald homepage 
in order to give prominence to the news event. Recent innovations by our web design team 
allowed us to create a ‘NSW Bushfires’ strap on the homepage to enable more aspects of 
this fluid news event to be seen on a reader’s screen. Bushfire stories needed to be 
discoverable once they dropped out of the ‘top stories’. The strap also clicked through to an 
index page which housed all fire-related stories. 
 
On November 12, the day of the ‘catastrophic’ fire warnings, we broke 1.1 million search 
sessions in a day, which is our third biggest of the previous 12 months (behind our national 
election and the Christchurch massacre). We also had 150,000 extra homepage browsers 
on that day - 590,000 compared with an average of 440,000. This signals the audience was 
looking for our coverage on the bushfire crisis specifically, not just waiting to see which 
distribution method brought an update to them. This was the largest number of homepage 
visits in 18 months, excluding the 2019 federal election (May 2019).  
 
As the fires grew in size and ferocity, we dedicated more resources towards coverage. We 
had teams of reporters, photographers and video journalists in each of the major affected 
regions. Teams rotated in order to keep them fresh and mentally and physically fit during a 
testing and taxing period. The scale of the story demanded it, but so did the growing 
audience.  
 
During the summer of 2019, we ran a total of 13 live blogs, resulting in a grand total of 
2,775,718 page impressions.  
 
In addition to reacting to the live news, we pushed hard to showcase unique content through 
dynamic digital assets like interactives and creative, data-led features to highlight the 
breadth, scale, danger and impact of the news event.   
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One such example of creativity was our interactive detailing the spread of The Gospers 
Mountain ‘mega fire’, which destroyed an area seven times the size of Singapore. The article 
had more than 331,330 page impressions - 41,296 of which were from our subscribers. This 
interactive utilised NASA data to track the outbreak of these fires that eventually linked up to 
form the ‘mega fire’. 
 

  
A GIF of the interactive was used on the homepage to great effect.  
 
Our chief photographer Nick Moir’s first-person account of the blow-up at the Green Wattle 
Creek was consistently showcased in local and international media. His unique and personal 
account of the blaze, the culmination of two decades training, was content that readers could 
not get elsewhere.  
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Our coverage shifted to include the health impacts of the bushfire crisis. Air quality was 
severely impacted. Our air quality interactive displayed a historical analysis of Sydney’s air 
quality. At its worst, it resulted in severe health warnings, cancelled and delayed flights, as 
well as smoke alarms being activated in businesses and homes across major Australian 
cities.  
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To contextualise the serious and widespread nature of the fires, as well as the speed at 
which bushfires spread, our content included an article interactive which highlighted the most 
at-risk NSW postcodes. We also produced numerous explainers, as part of our broader 
strategy to give readers the facts and context surrounding issues and situations. One 
elucidating whether bushfire smoke is bad for you and another on the link between climate 
change and bushfires were not only widely read with deep engagement, but could be 
resurfaced and promoted at different times to new audiences. 
 
Bushfire content wasn’t limited to news articles and features, but also featured heavily on our 
opinion pages. The former chief of a major NSW fire service, Greg Mullins, was the first to 
identify the sheer scale of what the nation faced, writing in the Herald on November 11 that 
“this is not normal”. That piece of commentary led the news agenda, reached 448,309 
readers (35k subscribers) and was followed up by most other media outlets. Mullins became 
a lightning rod for the anger about Australia’s poor policy response to the threat, particularly 
climate change. His piece set off a flood of debate, and our opinion pages in print and online 
became the place for that discussion.  
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One of the most pivotal moments of the crisis was when we picked up on comments made 
by the NSW environment minister Matt Kean, who became the first politician to speak out 
and link the current crisis with Australia’s need for stronger action on climate change. We ran 
the subsequent story prominently online and on the front of the newspaper despite other 
major news (including the NZ volcano tragedy), accompanied by a dramatic five-column 
photograph of central Sydney shrouded in smoke, looking more like a south-east Asian city.  
 
Online, that story had 62,969 views for the Herald site alone, with an average engagement 
time of 1:59. Subscribers were even more engaged, staying on the article for an additional 
15 seconds (2:15). The article had over 15k referrals from social media, with Facebook 
providing two thirds of those shares and Twitter roughly a third. 
 
The minister’s comments seemed to light a fire under the debate, the story alone gathering 
835 comments on the day. The following day, our letters to the editor inbox was absolutely 
inundated - in excess of 17,000 words from readers applauding the minister, grappling with 
the issues faced by policy-makers and discussing the future direction of the country. The 
level of reader reaction and engagement was unprecedented, so we dedicated a whole 
article to the letters online, as well as the double-page letters spread. As far as I know, we’ve 
never done both letters pages on the same topic before - but the situation warranted it. The 
digital asset of those letters Let's talk about climate - right now had an average engagement 
time of almost three minutes per reader (2:58) and 44,033 page views.  
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The following day that the Prime Minister Scott Morrison did a press conference in which he 
finally acknowledged the rising fear and anxiety of Australians, in direct response to the flood 
of comment. 
 
This sentiment only seemed to increase as the days and weeks passed, during what is 
usually a time when newspapers get harder to fill with content and the turnover of websites 
slows markedly. Not this year. As Christmas came and went and the year drew to a close, 
we doubled-down on our coverage of both fires and the climate debate. Then, just as the 
world was getting ready to farewell 2019 and welcome in the new year, NSW was hit with 
another deadly bout of blazes.  
 
Fires flared up again on December 30 and devastated a number of towns on New Year’s 
Eve. While we were conscious that it was a universal time for celebration, it was more 
important that we as a news publication keep bushfire coverage front of mind. A number of 
people lost their lives that day and it was imperative that the tone and curation of the website 
reflect the seriousness of the event.  
 

 
 
 
We stayed in DEFCON for most of New Year’s Eve and January 1, with our comprehensive 
long-read feature of the unprecedented fire season leading the site as the world welcomed 
2020. 
 
While our subscribers are traditionally homepage-dwellers and newspaper readers, we also 
used social media around the clock to reach and engage new audiences. The strategy paid 
off, with Greta Thunberg retweeting one of our stories, the Washington Post sharing an 
image (with permission) and the BBC using our journalists. Our bushfire coverage had a big 
presence on Apple News from November through to early January (10). The top article, Like 
a furnace': Massive heatwave could roast Australian records had more than 650,000 views, 
was featured by Apple in top stories and also sent out as a push alert by Apple. Another 24 
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stories related to the bushfires had over 200,000 views on the platform each, with our 
content being featured in Top Stories 69 times. In this period 50% of our views came from 
Apple’s Top Stories, and we sent 46 notifications to Apple News and out via our own SMH 
app over this time period. There were a total of 3.86 million interactions with our content on 
Facebook over the peak of the crisis. Over on Instagram, we added 21,000 followers in three 
months, with 500,000 interactions in the last three months. 
 
 

 
 
By this stage it was clear the issue was also bigger than anything we’d seen before, with 
readers responding not only to the coverage and the issues itself, but in particular our 
decision to allow people to read it for free. The comments sent in directly to the editor and 
published on our platforms was hearting to this decision, and clearly showed that people 
were noting our efforts and believed paying was worthwhile. A selection of their comments 
are below.  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 



 

 
 
 
  

 
 



Results:  
 
Despite lifting our paywall and making all bushfire content free at the outset of the crisis 
(November), we still saw an increase in digital subscriber acquisition of 85 percent over the 
corresponding period last year.  
 
Feedback from our readers was consistently that the Herald was providing not only the 
comprehensive coverage our readers and subscribers expected of such a major event, but 
also leadership in the key political and policy-based topics surrounding the human crisis. 
 
Our key brand attributes of quality, independent journalism were exemplified by our 
coverage, reinforcing our unparalleled position as market leader with both subscribers and 
new readers. 
 
We continued to provide reliable and trusted news breaks, fact-based analysis and 
commentary, as well as an opportunity to engage with other readers. We told stories in 
traditional ways as well as used innovation and fresh digital storytelling to enhance the 
reader experience. 
 
The strength and quality of the content and our strategy to attract new readers meant the 
global media turned to us to showcase Australia’s plight. We used social media boldly and 
effectively. Climate activist Greta Thunberg retweeted our stories, the Washington Post 
shared a Herald photographer’s image to its 2.5 million followers and the BBC used our 
journalists for context and analysis. All of our social media platforms, too, saw a strong uplift 
in followers and engagement.  
 
For the duration of the crisis, the Herald not only met but exceeded the expectations of a 
huge number of additional readers. Their overwhelmingly positive response saw them 
choose to support our journalism and what we stand for by subscribing.  

 
Appendix  
 

● Note: this innovative piece was published in January 2020 but documents the fire 
event in December as witnessed by our chief photographer.  
https://www.smh.com.au/interactive/2020/like-a-bad-dream/index.html 
 

● For context, some of the Herald’s newspaper front pages attached  
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